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As CIOs across healthcare strive to 

find ways to optimize their business 

models, grow their revenue and reach, 

and reduce costs, they are turning to 

the public cloud.



The cloud provides improved agility, 

 and better opportunities to share data 

effectively while gleaning insights from 

analytics. Additionally, the cloud  

provides opportunities to scale securely 

within compliance frameworks in ways   
that exceed what is possible in data centers, but considerations must be given to the infrastructure design 

and configuration. Read on to learn how the cloud can help enable your growth objectives. 



This list was compiled by ClearDATA’s CTO Matt Ferrari based on his one-on-one conversations with 

hundreds of CIOs looking to migrate to the  public cloud.

Top 10 Things Every CIO Should Know 
about the Public Cloud
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1. Moving to the Cloud Does Not Necessarily 
Eliminate Down Time



2.  Migration to the Cloud Should Not Be a Lift and Shift

 


You need to be able to architect your application and infrastructure level to be able to 

handle clinical errors, after natural disasters, or rare storage outages, however brief. 

After all, most documented outages occur through human error.  You can be certain the 

public cloud will have less down time than anything you are doing in-house. But, be 

aware and architect your application and infrastructure to understand fault tolerance. 

You can build business continuity and disaster recovery right into the application itself.  

Failing over just infrastructure won’t do you much good without the application 

services failover, data availability, DNS, and other services.  Ultimately, you’ll still do fail 

over tests, and your uptime will increase massively. The main public clouds report 

incredible up time, but you still want to be prepared. 



If you want to use the cloud for what it was intended — build scale, optimize, and to 

have greater reliability — you don’t want to take all of the things that were sitting in 

your data center and lift them over to the cloud. If you do, you’re probably going to 

bring over things you don’t need like old logs, old data, as well as potential 

vulnerabilities, viruses, and malware. A best practice is to deploy new hardened 

instances in the public cloud, then focus on moving your application so even if it’s not 

cloud native (ie., serverless, containers) you’ll be preparing your environment for 

optimization. The best migrations are those where you are deploying cloud-native 

instance types. 
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3.  Always Be Thinking About Scale

4.  Public Cloud Organizations Are Developing 
Security Products Faster Than You Can Implement 
Them Yourself 

 


Cloud storage has scaled phenomenally. More than three years ago we moved past 
zetabytes capacity. Think about the challenges you face as a CIO inside a data center. 
You’re worried about transformers, you’re worried about rack, failovers, servers, 
buying and budgeting new CapEx from major storage vendors, refresh rates — all of 
these concerns and more. With the cloud you have the ability to create compliant 
situations where you can automate scale. Say for example you have season scaling, like 
during new benefit sign up seasons. You need a lot more capacity for those two months, 
but you don’t need it all year. With a cloud you can quickly spin up that capacity for the 
two months you need it, then spin it back down, and only pay for what you need and 
use. 



Public clouds are developing and deploying new security products all of the time, and 
in a fraction of the time it would take you to negotiate, buy, get behind a BAA, and 
deliver your own security products. Today, a vast majority of the research and 
development dollars at all three major clouds goes into enhancing new security 
products that are either cloud native, or that can work with the existing tools you are 
using. Bear in mind, this doesn’t mean you are secure as soon as you install them, you 
still need to have the talent in house or use a managed services provider to run them to 
ensure security, but the tools exist. Maintaining security and compliance needs to be a 
consideration each time you make a tool selection, as the tool alone will not make you 
compliant or secure.  
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5. With the Cloud You Will Have Cost 
Optimization Opportunities
You can negotiate your cost with cloud. It’s a myth to think you can’t optimize your cost 

in the cloud. You absolutely can. Sometimes, CIOs are afraid they are going to get a big 

public cloud bill and they won’t know how to optimize it. There are tools in place that 

allow for optimization (CloudHealth, as an example) that show your current spend by 

account. If you are a payer, for example, you probably have up to 20 departments 

involved, and you can break these out or tag them where you can see your spend by 

department, so you can build out a cost center back to the healthcare department. 



You can see in detail (monthly, weekly, daily) what kinds of services you are actually 

using, and at what level. You can use predictions based on consumption trends to 

anticipate billing. This also allows you reduce or turn off unused environments or 

instances during non-peak periods, or for test/development environments. And, with 

AWS you have the opportunity to buy reservations like long-term assets. Say you have a 

PHI environment or EHR that you know is going to be around this year, next year or 

beyond, you can reserve the instance types you want up to five years in advance. The 

benefit for you is the public cloud provider will give you substantial savings in 

reservations, often ranging from 30 percent up to 70 percent. 
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6. The Cloud Is Not Just About Infrastructure
The cloud is not just about private cloud or Virtual Machines anymore, and hasn’t been for 
quite some time. Certainly, you can buy infrastructure, and that’s a big part of AWS EC2 
services, as an example. You can use the cloud to move forward with more transformative 
services, as well like Docker and Kubernetes, or Lambda. This allows you to optimize your 
work and reduce your risk. With containers, you no longer have to have someone 
managing your monthly patches for your infrastructure. Or with serverless, you no longer 
have to have someone who is managing your operating system, just the individual query 
or code – and you’re only charged when that line of code is run. Most of the development 
on the public cloud now is in non-infrastructure items like machine learning and artificial 
intelligence.  These services have made it easier for healthcare application developers to 
adopt cloud services, allowing them to secure and share data across platforms more 
efficiently. 



7. Public Clouds Are Not All the Same
 While most public clouds have a plethora of similar features and capabilities, there are 

also significant differences. For this reason, you’ll want to choose the cloud, or clouds that 
are right for your workloads. Some organizations will choose to use all three major public 
clouds for different workloads. As an example, the account structure inside of AWS for 
building out Virtual Private Clouds (VPC) is very different than the account structure 
inside of Google Cloud for building out projects. Know that as you hire talent, you’ll want 
to find talent educated in multiple cloud platforms. When I speak with healthcare 
organizations about this, I suggest they adjust the way they hire talent. In addition to 
looking at the skills applicants have, look at their ability to  learn new technologies and 
concepts, be it Containers, Serverless, Infrastructure as Code, etc.  Oftentimes the 
healthiest alternative is to find a Service Provider or partner to manage the complexity 
over time, so that you can focus on your healthcare core competency.
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8. Deploying Cloud in a Compliant Fashion Does 
 Not Mean It Will Remain Compliant on Its Own 

Most healthcare organizations deploying in the cloud will focus on using AWS 
whitepapers, Microsoft blueprints, or other whitepapers to help them configure and 
deploy within compliance frameworks. What we see, thanks to our near real-time 
Compliance Dashboard, is despite beginning complaint, things change, and 
organizations fall out of compliance. A firewall rule may change, or a new doctor may 
start at a practice, or an organization may open a new clinic, just as three examples. 
Without a compliant dashboard continuously running against ever-changing 
frameworks like HIPAA and GDPR, you will need to know how to use tools and 
remediate yourself. Using a healthcare exclusive service provider that focuses on 
maintaining compliance for you is a move that allows you to focus on your key business 
objectives while they focus on keeping you within compliance.



9. Marketplace Integrations Probably Exist for 
the Apps You Are Already Using In-House

 For example, payers often need to tag assets and put them in their own CMDB or 
configured database. You may need to be able to tag a public cloud instance, tie that 
asset to a specific department, and assign cost, user, and owner to the application. You 
can do all of this by writing your own code, or you can search the public cloud 
marketplace and find the exact tools you’re already using and build that integration 
directly with your public cloud account to feed that data. Ultimately, the cloud 
marketplaces have many of the SaaS tools and integrations that you are already 
deploying inside of your data center, and you can save time and money deploying them 
directly in the cloud.
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10. Licensing Models Have Changed
You no longer need to be thinking about buying perpetual licenses. You can move into 

SaaS (Software as a Service) models using a native cloud environment. As a CIO, you’ve 

been buying Microsoft SQL or Oracle database services forever, but a lot of healthcare 

organizations are transforming to PaaS (Platform as a Service) or SaaS. For example, an 

organization that was having to run a heavy SQL database may move into AWS RDS to 

reduce their costs, and have a secure database on the front end that they can access. 

For Microsoft, you may switch to Azure SQL with a similar concept, leveraging SQL at a 

fraction of the cost without having to maintain infrastructure. 

____________________________________________________________________ 


In closing, CIOs who begin the journey to the cloud today are preparing their 

organization to successfully address the pressing concerns for volume and velocity 

by building reliable environments that will scale up or down quickly; and provide 

cost optimization in a way their current systems outside of cloud simply cannot 

do efficiently. 



When you partner with ClearDATA, you gain a HITRUST certified, healthcare 
exclusive managed services provider, so that you can rest assured that you have 
vastly improved the security, compliance and privacy of your environments. To learn 
more please access https://www.cleardata.com/solutions. 
 
Healthcare professionals across the globe trust the ClearDATA HITRUST- certified cloud to safeguard their sensitive 
data and power their critical applications available across major public cloud platforms. For healthcare organizations, 
customers receive the most comprehensive Business Associate Agreements (BAA) in the industry, combined with 
market-leading healthcare-exclusive security and compliance solutions. ClearDATA's innovative solutions protect 
customers from data privacy risks, improve their data management, and scale their healthcare IT infrastructure, 
enabling the industry to focus on making healthcare better by improving healthcare delivery.

  
 
 
 





